Good Morning,

Thank you for your interest in the RFP - Tools & Maintenance Shop Equipment No: 2021-04

Below are the questions with the answers in Red.

#1 Are the tracks 20', 25' or 30' long?
30

#2 Are the runways the standard 24" width or the wider 32" track?
32

#3 Are there other options such as a wheel's free rolling jack?
If so, please state the capacity?
2 rolling jacks at 30,000 lbs.
Are there other options such as drive through approach ramps on both sides?
Approach ramps on one side
LED track lighting?
NO

#4 Quantity?
2 rolling jacks at 30,000 lbs. each
Approach ramps on one side

Of the mobile lifts;

1. AC or DC operation?
A/C

2. As we heard on today's call that we are to provide 22" forks to engage both rear tires, are 22" forks required for all columns or just the 2 rear?
4 column's 22"

#3 What other options are required?
wireless

#4 The total number of mobile columns required (generally a set is 4 columns to raise all four corners, yet 6 column sets are available)
4 columns

Thank you,
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council